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In printing shops, workflows are progressively
moving to computers and in the direction of
purely digital final products. It is therefore a
ambitious undertaking to set up, maintain,
and streamline the appropriate IT infrastructure single-handedly. Moreover, a presentday full-service multimedia agency will want
to offer not only content processing but also
technically customised implementing of associated services. These range from provisioning the needed IT systems to services
such as maintenance and support that serve
to guarantee continuous, smooth operations
in an optimal way.

The Nuremberg based full-service agency,
NUREG, makes use of specialised services
from noris network. An expert technology
partner, noris network can flexibly implement solutions tailored exactly to any of the
company’s needs that vary depending on
the individual project and client. In addition, noris network provides the network
infrastructure for the headquarters and other
locations of the company and safeguards
smooth network operations with the help
of a consistent security scheme that also
includes 24/7 monitoring.

NUREG has been successfully working
hand in hand with noris network for
more than a decade: It all started with
implementing Internet access points
using bundled digital ISDN lines and
has grown progressively with rising
demands on and capabilities of the
technology. Today, noris network acts a
technical service provider for Internet
access, server hosting, and data security
and beyond that as technical consultant
for specialised IT issues. NUREG’s clients
also benefit from the comprehensive
service portfolio that NUREG can deliver
today while taking recourse to noris
network.

IT-Services:
Online Links, Hosting, and Security Solutions
for a Full-Service Agency

“We have been working with noris network for ten years now and the more NUREG’s
online services have expanded, the stronger the relationship to noris had grown”,
states Gerhard Joch, head of IT and workflow at NUREG, describing his company’s
successful cooperation with noris network.

Digital workflow and digital final products

IT solutions for the agency and its clients

From touching up online media and video productions
to producing entire Web sites and complex online
systems: Today, many of NUREG‘s projects already
result in purely digital final products; these call for a
reliably available IT infrastructure as well as digital
workflow in the pre-press stage of the state-of-theart full-service agency. Apart from the basic hardware
requirements, data amounts to be stored, retrieved,
and managed are also on the increase, for instance.
In the case of NUREG, data volumes streaming in
and out of the company have grown by a factor of
10,000 in recent years, as Gerhard Joch, head of IT
and workflow at NUREG confirms.

Internet hosting of the NUREG client‘s Web sites is
outsourced to noris network as well. Running a Web
site in a data centre at noris network instead of setting
up or leasing a server room and operating it by oneself
is not only more cost-efficient but also comes with
operating conditions that only a specialised supplier
can offer: Automatic monitoring systems and noris
network engineers present in the data centre permanently control the infrastructure‘s smooth operation.
Furthermore, NUREG can get hold of the staff on site
around the clock.

Backup and secure data links

Data & facts

Around 40 Terabyte of data, including customers‘
Web sites and digital documents such as image data
bases, have to be saved as backup in regular intervals.
This is where the outsourcing service provider, noris
network, can offer the technological expertise and the
resources needed to keep the data safe in its own
high-performance, high-security data centre. noris
network can also guarantee secure network connectivity:
Two redundant fibre lines ensure maximum availability
of the Internet connection.

More

than ten years of successful cooperation
of the external data link infrastructure
Technical 24/7 support for security solutions
Server hosting of NUREG’s and their clients’ Web sites
Custom services for NUREG clients, e. g. Internet
connections, hosting
Execution of regular data backups with the help of
noris network’s own high-performance/high-security
data centre
Provision

NUREG GmbH
Established as a conventional pre-press company more than 30 years ago, the Nuremberg based company now offers the entire range of pre-press services from typesetting to high end
touching up through to digital data delivery. This is complemented by full-service agency services ranging from consulting and conceptional design to strategy through to campaign
execution. For about ten years now, another source of revenue,“IT solutions”, has been growing into an increasingly larger domain: Internet, extranet, e-commerce, data base applications,
hosting and operating clients’ Web sites.
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Nuremberg-based noris network AG offers enterprise customers tailor-made ICT solutions in the areas of IT outsourcing, cloud services and network & security. Technological basis of these
services is a powerful IT infrastructure that relies on noris network‘s own high-performance backbone and multiple high-security data centers. noris network AG is fully certified according to
ISO/IEC 27001 and ISO/IEC 20000 and has a BSI certification for its own data centers. The data centers have been awarded the maximum rating of five stars in the eco Datacenter Star Audit
conducted by eco (Association of the German Internet Industry).

